Due: Tuesday, February 5th, 11:00am

Please choose one of the three topics below for your first paper.

Note: Do not merely answer these questions given in the description in the given order, but write a coherent paper that addresses these issues. The paper must be typed, should not be longer than 5 pages (double spaced, reasonable margins), and must include at least 2 references (web references are fine). The work must be your own.

**Paper Idea I:**
Write a paper discussing the history of chemistry during the 1800’s. Focus specifically on atomic-molecular theory.

Your paper should include a discussion of Dalton, Avogadro, Cannizaro, and Lavoisier (and may include others).

**Paper Idea II:**
Write a paper on disposable diapers. Address at least the following questions:

When were disposable diapers first introduced? How have they changed over the years? How much revenue is involved in the disposable diaper industry? How widespread is the use of disposable diapers as opposed to cloth diapers? What are the advantages and disadvantages of disposal diapers and cloth diapers?

**Paper Idea III:**
Write a paper on the importance of vitamin C in the body. Address at least the following questions:

Why is vitamin C important in the body? How does the body use it? Is there a limit to the amount of vitamin C that a human should ingest and why? Why does the amount of vitamin C in juice change over time?